
Defining accent features in urban Northern English vowel systems

A large body of sociolinguistic work relies on the existence of speech communities defined
by their geographic location, such as ‘Liverpool English’. Such terms implicitly suggest that
speakers from Liverpool share a set of accent features to the exclusion of other localities.
While this is a highly intuitive notion, defining such features is non-trivial, because ongoing
sound changes make them a moving target. In this study, we propose a systematic bottom-up
approach to identifying local vowel features, using a large corpus of crowdsourced audio data,
and machine learning.

Our study is based on audio data from 113 speakers, representing five largest Northern
cities: Leeds (N =28), Liverpool (N =19), Manchester (N =25), Sheffield (N =19) and
Newcastle upon Tyne (N =22). Each speaker recorded themselves on a mobile phone reading
the story The Boy Who Cried Wolf, and submitted the recording via the English Dialect App
[3]. The recordings were selected based on their quality (no multiple talkers, no background
noise, etc.). They were then forced aligned, with boundaries manually corrected as required.
In each recording, we identified one token for each English vowel keyword, as defined by [5].
In addition, we also included the goose vowel before /l/ (keyword fool), which is known
to involve a variable allophony pattern in the North [4].

We extracted F1 and F2 measurements for all vowels, using a Praat script with adjusted
settings for male and female speakers. Midpoint measurements were taken for monophthongs,
whereas onglide (20% of vowel duration) and offglide (80%) were measured for diphthongs.
The formants were Lobanov-normalised within speaker.

The purpose of our analysis was to determine relative importance of each variable (i.e.
each vowel measurement) for identifying each city. We illustrate this, using Liverpool as an
example. We fitted a series of random forest models, based on 1000 bootstrapped samples
with equal number of Liverpool and non-Liverpool speakers. The forests were trained to
distinguish the two classes based on all the available vowel measurements. For each iteration,
we extracted relative variable importance, using the party package in R [1].

We visualised the distributions of relative variable importance, as exemplified in Figure 1
for the ten most highly ranked Liverpool features. Two most important features, in this case,
were midpoint F1 in letter and the midpoint F2 in fool. According to forest predictions,
speakers were more likely to be identified as being from Liverpool, if they had a lowered
letter vowel and a relative fronted variant of fool. We applied the same analysis to the
remaining cities, identifying predictive features for each of them. Table 1 summarises the
top-ranking features for each city.

By and large, the features that contribute most to identifying each city are not the ones
traditional descriptions focus on. We argue that this is because many traditional features
tend to be salient, and as such, they may be subject to considerable socially-induced inter-
speaker variation. We discuss this proposal within the framework of stereotypes, markers
and indicators [2]. We also consider classification accuracy in the context of dialect levelling
in the North.
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Figure 1: Relative variable importance of the ten most highly ranked features for identifying
Liverpool speakers. Each feature is coded as keyword, followed by measurement time point
(2=onglide, 5=midpoint, 8=offglide), and the measurement taken (F1 or F2)

Table 1: Vowel features with the largest relative importance for classifying each city

City Feature

Leeds north midpoint F1
start midpoint F1

Liverpool fool midpoint F2
letter midpoint F1

Manchester near onglide F1
letter midpoint F1
choice offglide F1

Sheffield lot midpoint F2
near onglide F1

Newcastle kit midpoint F2
strut midpoint F2
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